
Flat Stanley Project 2022:

We will be starting a fun project using each student’s
personally created “Flat Stanleys”. This type of
project has stemmed from the Flat Stanley stories.
Each student will be taking his or her “Flat Person” on
outings and taking pictures together around Seattle
and beyond! The objective is to create a journal that
contains several entries detailing each adventure and
pictures to go with. In the end, these will be compiled
into a “scrapbook” journal that will surely be
treasured for years to come.

What will these adventures be like? If the fourth grader is taking a trip down to Alki
Beach, bring your Flat Person and take a picture building a sand castle or ordering fish
and chips…The Flat People are small and portable, so they can go anywhere: to a
movie, sporting events, shopping day, skiing, vacation, the dentist, baseball try-outs,
coffee shop…you name it! Sometimes Flat People meet up with OTHER Flat People
and their 4th grade pals. Can you believe it?! Any day and anywhere can be an
adventure for the Flat Person and his fourth grade pal!

WE WILL EXPLAIN AND MODEL THIS IN CLASS: Students will have a special folder
to keep their laminated Flat Person in, along with journal entries that are completed at
home. The journal entries will be written from the Flat Person’s point of view. He/she
will describe what is happening in the outing. Students should try to include any facts
about the place that is being visited---like: “The Denny party landed right here at Alki
Beach in November of 1851” Each entry should have one or more pictures to
accompany the journal entry.

We will complete one entry at school THIS WEEK prior to sending the Flat
Person and folder home. Students will have the next two weeks to then complete
an entry at home (including picture). The first home entry is due back at school
on or before Monday, February 28th. Over the next trimester, we will let the
students know when additional journal entries will be assigned and due. For
now, we will just focus on one at a time.



Journal entries must be neatly and thoughtfully completed. A well-written
paragraph that includes a topic sentence, at least three-five descriptive sentences
and a conclusion is expected. Each entry should also have a catchy title. This will be
modeled at school and a sample will be included with the journals the students bring
home.

Figurative language: The students have been learning about figurative language at
school, which includes: similes, metaphors, hyperbole, idioms and personification.
Students are asked to include at least one example of figurative language in each
entry. One or more of the journal entries must be written in cursive.

Rough/final drafts: The actual journal entries should be final copy neat.  Students
should first make rough drafts (paper provided and an extra will be on
google classroom) and get some editing help before they write the final
journal draft (paper provided and an extra will be on google
classroom). Quality work, detail, accurate spelling and punctuation
is expected on all entries. Students should read rough drafts
aloud during the editing and revising process. This helps them
listen for voice, ideas & content and any potential grammatical
errors.

This should be a fun and creative project. Consider keeping the Flat
Person in the car with a note pad to take notes of his adventures. The
actual journal writing should be done after the adventure. If you are
taking any trips for long weekends or spring break, save a space for
your Flat Person, as they would love to come!  They can also travel
with family or friends on short trips.

Let me know if you have any questions!
Have fun with this project.


